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. . . Yttrium oxide (Y203) is becoming increes·:t.ng1y im..; - --·----:- ' --- - ,- -- ----~-~---·---------·-- .. 
. '-1 _ -- . -- - _,! _ __ , ______ -- . ··--·•·••" . -
--
port ant in the electronics industry as time passea. 
----- -----~·-· -
-· 
The materials yttrium iron garnet (YIG) and .. y:ttrium __ _ 
a.luminiun garnet (YAG·), for exa.mple, are well known for 
_____ .. __ ----· 
t~eir m_a.gnetic and optical c haracteriatics, e.g., _ infra---------- -
t\. 
red detection devices, laser host materials, etc •• 
An exeminetion of the literature reveals very little 
date on the common meEfsurea.ble properties of Y203 and . 
even less deta when an evaluation of Y2o3 as a sinter-
able ,materia.1. is desired. 
Anderson1 bas suecesst'ully doped Y2o3 with thoria 
and ~t ~emperatures reported to be between 1900°c t~ · 
2200°c produced a transparent composition by eonven-
tiona.l sintsring trade-named Yttrolox. 
Spriggs et e.1.2, in evaluating the press forging 
_ ability or·many oxides, were able to press forge a 
.. Y2o3 specimen the.t was transpe.rent -in tne center. 
·The transpe.re·nt a.rea was about ·30 per cent of the total -
-aiemetrs.l area. 
Lefever end Matsko3 -iTao press forged a partially· 
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ment, if any,. of ·,the pressure on the magnetic properti,ea 
of pure . and doped YIG. . 
- \ ; .. 
' 
The seercity or information on the _sintering be- - --·-,·-- ---- . ' -· - - -- -·- - ---- -,- - - -
. . 
bay~or of_ Y2o3 led to the choice of this oxide ~~-~--- __________ -------~------_,_-~~----------·-· 
-
model meterial for the pre-sent work. The purpose of 
. this stu.dy wes to genere_te pressure sintering det .. a for 
Y2o3 and, hopefully, to fabricate f'ully-4ehse trans-
parent speeim~ns. An evaluation of the date wa& accomplish-
ed by utilizing both of the Newtonian creep models -
the Ne.ba_rro-flerring lattice diffusion model or the 
Coble grain boundary diffusion creep model. The results 
.I 
obtained from these ·models were compared to the only 
kno\\rn data for yttrium ion and oxygen ion self diffusion 
. coefficients in 'polycryste.lline Y2o3; { the self diffusion 
data were generated by Wilder et al.~' 6 ) Reasonable 
agreemen.t of the diffusion data. from this study with 
,..-: 
e- pu1Jt-:t-stier-s-e-lf--d iffu:s i-o~, da ts- --b-a-v-e ··b-een -ebt-e.ined 
:~· which it is hoped· will add positi\vely to the growing 
-
-~Ody of knowledge El~out·.Y203. _ 
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·rr LlTERATURE REVIE!W 
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One of the earliest theories for the pressure-sinter-. 
-
-··- - ---· - -- . 
-- ing or ceramic oxides ·a·nd ca.rbides we.s proposed by Murray,·= 
Livey and Williams? and was an~xtension of the sintering 
I : ; ~ --· 
theory or Mackenzie e.nd Sbuttlewol'th8.-Tbe model of Mgrre.y 
-
et al. was a mbdification of the plastic flow model for a 
-i;> 
Bingham solid. In a Bingham solid, 
> 0-yp (1.0) 
wb~re (JA is the applied stress, Cyp is the stress required 
, 
tor a. definite yield point, 'T1 is the temperature, ?J is the 
~ 
visco~ity at infinite shear rate, e is the strain rate, 
and 7f1 is a strain·-rate coefficient. (171, = 1.o·ror Newtonian. 
viscous flow, for Nabarro-Herring9 diffusional creep, and 
,.I 
for Coble10 grain boundary diffusional creep.) Murray et e.l • 
. substituted the applied stress for the surface tension as 





where e. is the relative fractional density, (1.~e):: p ' 
where P is the volume . fraction porosity, ~ is the e.pplied 
stress or pressure. a.nd ")J is the ·viscosity at infinite shear 
--
- ---· ~-- -- - ------~- - --
, 
.._"' , 
., . - 'loo-
---'---~- rit·e_. _ One of _ the many as1sumptions made by Murray et s.l. is _ -----·-
-- - - . -------· -
::1' 
_., 
· that at low values of ralati ve density 9 the flow is "appe_rent-
ly appr·oxime.ting" to t·be.t of a Newtoni$n _fluid. Their general 
5. 
.. 
. . . ... '7" • --,~~t" ' . '. ' 
.,. If'«., ' - j ,. ' ' ~.' -·, ··• '• •. - ~ ·r • 
I - • 
:o; ·' •. ; • ' '. , •• ~:-~···,,. 
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.. 
. I·. . 
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' l "·: ' ' ~ - ' 
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conclusion was that the·erfe~t of the external stress was to 
widen the density range over which the materiel behaves as a·. 
- ' -- ·~"··--·"--T • --,-•••• -~---'-- •· ." ,' • viscous solid. The integral form equstiot?- 2. 0 al_so agrees_· .. -~---- :=~-=----· ---___ · .. 
.. 
. . _ _____ ·. with e.xperim0ntal dBte obtained by Mangsen11 et al., by 
. ' 1 
"r .,- : . 
. 
Vasilos12, and by Kingery13 et al., for various materials • 
. .,, 
. _ Hot-pressin.r. experiments conducted by Vasiloe and 
.. 
Spriggs14 on magne~iu~o~:ide and aluminum oxide ~tiii;;d-the. 
N~barro~H$rring9 Newtonian viscous lattice diffusional ~reep 
., 
model, with appropriate modifie&tions for the str~ss pa~s-
meter e.s -a function .of the porosity at any time t. The· model 
re1etes the strain rate to a lattice diffusion coefficient by 
the equetion: 
. 
_ 40 Di. fl OE 
- i r d2 ~(3.0) 






is the $tra~n rate (sec-1 ), E where·· is the strain rate 
.,. J 
coeficient and is equal to 1.0 for a Newtonian viscous pro-
, . ·' . 
cess ,- DL is the lattice diffuSion coefficient· ( cm2 /sec), 11. 
is tba vacancy volume (for yttri1-1.m oxide it is Y03/2 ), <Ye 
" 
·'. . is the effective- stress (dynes/cm2'), le. is Boltzmann's constant· __ \ ... :~--~.-:=.-.. -·· 
(l.J8xl0-16 ergs/°K), 'f1 is the absolute temperature and .d '_ 
is the avarar:e grain di.smeter .(em). ' ' •--- .. - - ------ --- ---- ·-- -- - - ------· - - --
···- -··- .. ~----- -
, 






.expliin the observed int~insic creep behavior in metals oper-
.. 
. \'\ ~ . . ' 
&t~ing·-~at ___ J,_l_e_v.a_t·9_d_ temperatures ·under varying loe.d conditions •. ----.. ~-~-
' . ' 
~ ' . 
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, studies vie. pr~ssure. sintering because the· ·model assumes tba~_: 
• 
· .. E (4.0) ·.· 
., 
1 
---~--··-··---~----.. ----.. -----·-·-·---····------·-- ,._ __ .- ·--·· 
' - . 
.. '' '' ~-
' _-4 
-:._:_.-~· -- -· - ---·-- ·- - -,-: 
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. -------~------------------·-·-··---~------·-. _____ .. ---·-------------···. 
-
-
-- - ... 
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·" 
•· - - . . - . - --· --- - -- -- - - . - - - -
.·· ····.•· and .· ~:··Cfe·, ··.:· tf,r' [ f (e) .· ........ : .. · .. -= . - ·+5.·0l :::::::.·::: =·'==~= ... ,, 






where· <Te· is the eff_ecti ve stress,· CTA is 'tbe e._ppl:~. --------=-----------
ied stress and [f (f>JI ·· is the functional density 
- - ' - - ·- - -
-:, --
term. The linear relationship between the strain 
rate and· the a-rfecti ve stress as e function ·or the 
applied_ stress times the f11nctional density term at 
e.ny time t must be strictly adhered to in order··to 
avoid erroneous results. 
2. 0) d is the grain dlameter at any instAnt under 
\nvestigation. Therefore, the initial grain size, 
tb·e- final grain slze, e.nd tbe grain growth kinetics 
at the tempera.ture of interest must all be known 
before the Nabarro-Herring lattice diffusional 
cr,ep •quat!On can be successfully applied to press-
. . 
.. ,·. , .. , .. ure sintering densification studi8S • 
· Rossi andFulrath15 showed that by appropriatelr correct~ 
- --- --- -···•· - ·- ·~ -- -
' ~ 
iilg the rele.tionship between ;. . 
.. <i, 
·- for both porosity .,and die wa1.1 · constraint, the Nabarro-Herr- · 
_ - ,:;_~_ · _ · -ing lattlce diff11sional creep model an.d the plastic flow mod~_··. __ _ 
.... --=---~----=--·.---:-:··----·'.-·-----~--------·-·:--··-....:: -· ··- ····_·-· . . ----- . - -- -- --
el become similar. The _Nabarro-Herring ·equati9n can be rewrit- . ~-· .-· 




. ·dt. . . -- ........ • ,· -- - ..... _·-~ -(.6. o>.·. ·· · · 
7 . ·': 
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. . 
. ' 
. \."· ' 
.. 
, where f((l} 
term. Rossi and Fulr~th15 let 
' 1'-,, 
.. ' 
~: ' . 
. '· ··1 
is tb9·functional ·density 
............... 
--· -··- ---- ------ -·-------~- ---·---· ·--
·f(e) =(i +bP-1) .. : {7.o)a. 
--- --~---· - --··- - -·-- ----- - -
,, 
- . 
where--"-b_---is a constant. Then __ _ ----------------------~ - ____ .. ___ ----·------------ - . - ·---- --- ·- - . 
- . 
de 
dt . =. l 11 Oii ( 1 - f> ) . (7.0)b N-H 
I 
wberea.s -- -- - -·--------- -------·------·----- . -
(8.0) 
_ _J.,11 thet one can say a.bout the\.. densifice.tion process 
via pressure sintering is that with the proper choice_ of the 
--· 
. ,I, 
• •• .... ~,;'II C • 
·-
-- ----·-- -· - -- -- -- -- - ----- - -
functional density term, the Nabarro-Herring lattice difusion-




are both in agreement with first-order rate kinetics. Further-
more, the Coble gra.1·n boundt:try diffusio~a.1 creep. model a·1so -
exhibits first-order rate kinetics wb~n applied to densifica-
-- .. --------·--·--------- ---~---- - -----
tion studies vi& pre·s~ure sintering with the proper ~hoice or 
the functional density term. 
~ -The assump:tion by Murray et al. th,it the plsstic flow 
.. 
·. in their model is "apparently approximately" to that ~of· a .. , ... · · 
. . 
Newtonian viscous Ne.barro .. Herring la.ttiee diffusi·onal creep . 
~ model ws.s verified by Ro·ssi and Fulre.tb. 
/t second Newtonian viscous component is also identitf.ed 
. . 
with diffusional .c~eep. Nabarro-H~rring diffusional. creep is 
. 
. . . ' 
-- ' ' ·. . .·. . . . •. . . . . ') -· ' . 
~-----_-- ------- .. · · · .. · t ·. ·_ -eons-td,red a_----t-ra.nsgr·~~nurar-di-ff11.sion_proees-s'~- o_ce,1rring near· 
- ····- -· -- ----~-- -~--- -- ----- - --- -
. ' 
--;----~-·-·~· .. ·:------ -- · · thtt re·gions of the- grs.in boundaries and ·re_.s·11lts in .vacancy -· ---.----~~---:~-'.:' , 
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-----------··-~---·•-- -··' --diffusion towards. the' region subjected t·o 'compressive fc>rces 




- - - -- -- - ------ -·--- -
-- -----:-------- --------- - - . 
An intergranular diffusional creep process is ~also cap-
--able of activation and this type of cr~ep; identified as· 
-_ .C~ble10 creep, has the following rel~tion I -- -_ _:_ ____ . - ----- - . -------=---- - -~--
' ) 
- -· _ .... _ ··- . ,... - - - . 
, .... ' . 
·• +-
..,.,,_... . 1 " 
-- .. - ( 9. 0) 
\. 1 ·-where £ is the strain rate ( sec- ) , 1fl ' 
- -,.__ --, 
1s the strain rate 
eoeffic ient and .. equal to one for Coble creep, 150 is !l con-
ste.nt, fl. is the vacancy volume ( cm3) and. for· yttrium oxide 
is age.in equal to Y03/2, Dsb is the grain bounds.ry diffusion 
coefficient (cm2/sec), UJ is the grein boundary width (cm), 
Oi: is the effective stress (dynes/em2), d is the 8Verage 
grs.in 9-ismeter (em)-, and ,&,'T' bas the usua.l m:ee.nlng. Extreme 
• 
'' 
c~re must also be taken when applying this equation to den-
sification studies via pressure sintering for the·same two 
reasons as for the Nabarro-Herring model, but with the added 
reas·on of 'the grain boundary width. 
Many-investigetors hold to different views when it 
comes to what ·1,·s the actue.l gre.in bounda.ry width. Understa.nd-
ably, there is reeson for their conflicting views since the 
exact width bas not been explicitly deti~ed of measured • ., I ,» 
·~·--~ 
- - - - -- --- -
' 
\ 
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regi.ons of. enhanced impurity diffusion or inc·reased micro-
hardness d~e to impurity segregation. In densifice·tion stud-. 
ies, s.n explicit define.tion of the-gre.i.n bounclary is further 
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compllca.~ed by the grain bound.a.ry pores tha .. t are visable in --··---
less than theoretically dense specimens. All of tbe accepted· 
eurrent theories for densifieatlon utilize.this known pre-
sence of pores et the gretin boundary ~tr·ees in their d_eri v.a-
tions. The Coble creep model was also developed for use in 
. 
'' 
-high tempere_ture intrinsic creep studies, bt:tt investigators 
· have also succ~ssfully applied it to 4ensificatiori studies 
via pressure sintering • 
. The- decision e.s to whieh Newtonian creep model is ve.lid 
depends upon the experimental re~ults. For example, Rossi and 
Fulrath15 utilized the Nabarro-Herring model for their final 
-'- - - --· ---,- --
.. 
stage densification study and. achieved excellent· -agr.eement . i.. 
\__. I -·. 
wi t·h the activation energy of elum:tnum ion! in aluminum oxide, 
but the ·values flor their diffusion coefficients were two-or-
ders of magnitude higher than the self-diffusion coefficients. 
~ -·.. 16 Zehr an~ Bachofen'-s · very rec~nt experimental data. led to the 
utilizstion .of the Coble model for the Newtonian component 
in their study of .superplasticity in eutectic alloys. The 
.. choice of the model of course "0 depends . upon the kinetics oper- . " 
' 
et,i ve for the individual system under invest::igation. 
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- Ameriea.n Pot~~h and Cbemice.1 Corporation, lot . 
numbers 130-81-286 and 111.;;5· . - · · 
.!, 
2. Yttri-um oxide (Y203., 99.99) purchased· from 
• Research Chemical Corporation, lot nti.mber Y0-3-050 
3. Yttri~ oxide (Y2o3, 99.9) purchesed fr~ 
Electronic Spaee Products Inc., lot number K5589 
4. Yttrium oxide (Y2~3, 99.9) purchased fro~ 
Semi~)elemen.ts, Inc .. ~, electronic gre.de, no·: ,.. __ './ 
lot-number availa.ble, even upon request. This 
" I 




powder was subsequently determined as the optimum. ~ 
( powder for the kinetic studies. 
,: B. Optimuni Powder Charl!.eteri·stics: 
' • ''I• 
'-' Specific Surface Ar8a 
The specific surf.ace area. of the opti.mum powder 
using the B.E.T. adsorption technique and utilizing 
• u O . 2; 
-gaseous argon st -195 C was 5.1 m gm.. The resulting 
equi V!llent spheriee..l pe.rticle -size wa.s cs.leulated to 
_ be _0.236 iieron.· 
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Emission-spectroscopy obte.ine,d semi-quenti t$.t1 ve 
.\ ~anelysis indieeted the following_concentrations of 
~-- -·--··· -· .···:·.-· · - -------~=c--- ·, _-- - -i-mpur i-t .. y·-··'·e·l-em·ent·s··:-----... 
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The starting powder was emersed in an ethanol sol-
ution and e. sample gs . .thered on a.n electron microscope 
grid covered withe vapor deposited carbon film. 'These 
photomicrograph! revealed a starting particle eize of 
one half micron or larger. The micrographs showed that 
the pertieles tended ~o sglommere.t,. The conclusion 
drawn from this ob~ervation, coupled with the ele~tron 
microscopic studies of the sintered specimens, is th~t 
' 
the initial p~rticle ~ize is considered to be ~ub-mieron. 
- . ., 
The initial particle size and the initial crystsllite 
size are not necessarily one and tbe same. 
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Yttri1.1m oxide 1! one of a series of mete.1 oxides 
. 
which ha.ve similar face-centered c1-1bic structures con------ ··---·~ -- ----- -··-- ----
' -_ - --.- -
7 
forming to the Space group IQ.. 3 r h • Eight 
metal ions are 1 ·· 1 1 in the spacial position! 4 , 4 , 4 ; the 
reme.ining- twenty-four metal ions occ·upy the site! u, 
~,t. The forty-eight oxygen ions are in general posi-
tion.x, y, z and ~re ~rrenged in a distqrted octahedron 
around the metsl ions,_ the metal-oxygen bonding distances 
b,eing unequal. The cell dimension mee.sured from a powder 
photog'rllpb was 10.604 j. The density of Y203 wes taken 
a! 5.03 g/cm3. The reported malting point of Y203 
is 2410°c, and therefore one-half the sbsolute~melting 
temperature 1 s 1342°K . or 1069°C. 
Latt~ce constants end density were calculated from 
X-r~y diffraction measurements on both the starting 
powder and on a ground-up sample of a 1~pecimen which 
exhibited the best densifieation chareeterietics. 
·,. I 
Ttie X-ray diffraction equipment consi!ted of t!ln RCA 
~ difrractometer and a Siemens scintillation counter, 
amplifier and recording chert unit.. A Siemens X-ray 
-tube with a molybdenum target was- used. B,;.,th specimens 
yielded traces th~t ~ere identical inLnearly all re-
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phas~ yttrium o~ide. 
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E. Pres!ure-Sihtering AEperetua 
.. 
.... , . 
... 
. ' ' .. 
'· . Pressure sintering of the specimens was performed ·,,. . " ; ' 
,. 
in e. Vacuum· Industries Series 3600, Model 1-2300 Hot 
Press Sintet'ing Furnace shown in Figure 1. Tbe unit 
consi.sts of ·en Inductotherm 15 kilowatt motor generator 





utilizing a seven inch diemeter water-cooled copper in-
---- -- - ---··- ·- - ~-- - -
. 
- --··-- - -
- - ------
--. --- -------- duction coil, e six inch di~meter NRC Equipment Corpora.-




and an hydraulic pressure unit. Pressure-sintering was 
performed in e vaeulliTl of less than 5. O x 10-5 torr as 
measured by en ionization gage. The change in the 
height of th~ specimen was monitored by & linear vari-
able differential transformer (LVDT-Sanborn 7-DCDT) 
mounted on_ e rigid press fra.me crossmember. The LVDT ,. 
core was attached to tbe bydre.1.ilie,q.ly-aeti vated uppe' 
:ram. The llnearity of the LVDT was 0.5% of full scale. 
The LVDT signal was fed into a Varian F-80A X-Y recorder 
actuated_ for aJ1tom-etie time sweep ( 1 minute per· inch) 
along the X axis. / A method _utili.zing metal spacers of 
known height was ueed to counteract the LVDT core dis-
placement esused by the specimen densifieatio~. The 
. ' . 
devie.t~ion iC'·rrom the. nil point ( i •. e. J the point where all 
' 
scale chEtnges ca.n_ be initiated without changing the 
· reco~-~-~~- s~n~-~-~-~ vi ~Y ) __ !'~-~-- ~l_!"'a.y s __ m_tnimum. Therefor_a 1 __ · _ __cc-------,--'---~---
-
· s~e.le changes varying· from l inch= 10.0 mil, down to 
~" I • • 




~------------ ,·----~~-· --- 1 inch = 1. 0 mi·l were possible et e.ny desired time dur- -~-----·-_-' -.,____,...-. --~ .. --·-·- --
ing the densifieation process. This SQheme facilitated , 
14 
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. ' ' ,, 
· ¥ ••·• · the monitoring~ of t·he very small che.nges in height ths.t -- ·--·-----·-·------~·.-:;··-~---,---· ..• -
resulted when the specimen approached a final end point 
_________ (ie nsi ty. 
---·, -· -·-·----------- ·-··- - ----·--
-·- -------------··-···------------ -- -----·--.------ -···-------------------------------. ·------- -
•:, 
. .. ·····-·-··"~------··- -~- ........ -. ·- ' -.. 
.. - ---- - ... ·- .. --- .. -·- --·---·-· --- ·------·. ·---- -------------- . ----·· - -- - ... -
-
F. Tempare.ture Measurement 
-
Tempers.tures we~e measursd by means of Pt - Pt 
1~·-Rh thermocouplss ··inserted in two boles drilled in 
bbe TZM die. (See Figure 2). Aluminum o.xide- (1000 
. . 
,, ,. t,, I "' ~ 
~. -.. - . -- - -- ------ -----,----,---------i'~~---lla: 
I :: 
mesh) was used in the base of the thermocouple hole~ 
to insure good contact. The emf. outputs wer.e connect-
ed toe. Leeds and Northrup Speedomax Hand to a Honey-
well 12 point recorder. Two tbermocouplf9s were utilized 
to &void aborting e. i run because of 11 thermocouple fail--
ure. Easy e.ec·ess to sw·i tehing thermocouple outputs made 
the problem of thermocouple fail-ure ~nimpor.t,int. 
. . ' 
Because e graphite "susceptor" was used as a liner, 
" 
tes·ts were ,made wi tb one thermocouple inbedded in a 
,· 
-·· 
apecimen to see· if the· gra.phite liner ca.used the spe.ci- ~._ -----·"···----·-·--·--···-··--
-· --- ------ - - ----- -· -· -· 
' . 
~. . - -
men to reach a. big.her temperature than in t-be region . -..... 
. -.. - - ~ -~ - .. ~·- -- ' - '. . . . -
.. . - .. 
·where the recording couples were norme.lly positioned. ·· 
. 
. . 
--- ---- -- - . 
At 1300°c, in two different specimens of two different 
- - -~-------~--
- . ---· - - -
------------~--. . 
oxides, n<? more than 10 - 15°c difference was noted 
,, 1~ 
.. · in the temper~,.ture between the specimen and the TZM . -~--~'-- -- --·----"-~.-"- -- · -.-.J 
···-- - ·-·-- --~-
·' 
'----~__;,...;.:....---__ d_i_·e_~even tpough the thermocouILles we,re_no__t __ p_e_r"fec~tly: __ _ - (_ ' ~... ·, ,. . ..... ~ -. 
•. I 
matched in electricB.l resistance. Theref.ore, the ·thermo- J. ,)'·,', .. 
. --··· ._.,. .... -.. --.. ......... --.··--.··--... ~ ........... -~.-~.... .. ..... ~ .---·~ . 
-~·•·--- -·-·-·-·-·- ·--· --... - - . -~-..'._----···•"·- ----·-- . 
• I • 
.... couples in ·the TZM die were consid~red repre_sentative----------
. .. 
of the tempera.ture of the· specimen. . 
. . . 
'. . 
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FIGURE 2. 
·nrE- AND PLU!'{GER ASSEMBLY_E.OR~VACUUM .. 
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G. Pressu:re-S1nt-,r1ng. Procedures -. . ..... - -.......... · .. .. l . ,. -~~ ~-----------··------···· 
Variou! time, · tempo1~ature, a.nd ·pressur~ .. pr9f.i+es ·:: 
were attempted in order·-- to gain femiliari ty w.i th the ______ ·-.---,----~--• 
-
.. 
apparatus and to learn how to control the s.pp-e.retus 
-
- ------·- --- -
. -~~-
---- ------·-·-·-···-··· ----·----~=--·------,------· --·- ........ . 
·-----
- ·. ·- .. - --,·' 
accurately. The following perametric profile wa! choeen: 
A. ·Outges et 500°c for 300 minutes to less 
--~---- -- - ----·- -·- ------ -------·---- --- - ---· -- -
then 5.0 i 10-5 torr. No pressure w~s applied~;-
specimen. 
B. Apply 650 PSI during last· 10 minute~ o~ · 
' outgessing in order to· ~lign ·~nd calibrate the 
LVDT. 
C. Hea.t up from. ,oo0 c to temperature or in .. 
terest at 150°c per minute. 
__ ·---------·-· ____________ p~ ___ Apply cho~en pressure .at d-e,sired tempera- · . 




"ture and maintain temperature and pressure at tb~se 
V8lues fo~ 60 minutes. Time zero was taken ~hen 
the final pressure w~s reached (i.e., 30 to 50 
seconds a.fter reaching the desired temperature). 
.. " 
E. All vertical motion monitored· by the LVDT. 
F. Cool dowrt at less than 100°c per minute 
. 'k 
after removing ·the pressure • 
. G. Repeat the entire erametrie profile se-
. quence, but without a specimen in order to obtain 
a standardi~a.tiori cur ... ve for the appe.rs.tus. 
..·: 
. :t 
- ._ - -- -- .!:- !-- -
- --~-' -- - - ------ - - -- - -- -- - - -- ------ ···- --··-· ·-··· ---- --.---- - - - - -- ·- . ···-- -· ---~ --- ,- - ..........:..._.: -- --·"'-· _:___:·.:.: ..... =_.=-= ·- -- .. . . ..: . : _·- - : ___ :_ __ . .- __ ·: __ :.::::-:-:..... -- --- ...... ______ .. _; ......... - . 
··-----. ·-----·------...... -~· -·-···-~--·-- ·-·-----···------·-- . 
--·--·----· ,------
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. The aim of this study was to develop a fully dense, --- - ----- f --
-- -· --
1ntac t, ·· t-ra. ns-pttrent·_,---ftne- g·r-Eti_n-~ia _specimen by subject----- -- -----~-- - --------- - . - ---
------ ---------
.. , ----· -----
-
~ - -- - . - .. 
- ~ -
. 
-~---- -, --·-·-- -_ - .. ---.-------- .. - -
ing various suppliers' powders to contro1i~~ par~meters 
of time, temperature, and pressure. •. 4 
Trie_l specimens were initially msde in an s.11 
TZM die body. (Climax T~}! alloy ~-99 •. 3.Mo, 0.61 Ti, 
-0.1 Zr, 0.02CJ •. TZM was chosen because of its excel.lent 
high temperature creep and stress rupture propsrties. 
-Incompetibility between the .linear coefficients of thermal 
expansion of the finishe~ specimen .. e.nd the TZM die 
finally forced the u!e of a graphite liner._ The die 
configuration that finally evolved is shown in Figure2. 
The epecimen diam~ter wa.s 1.0 inch and 1the · initial ,po·w-
~ ~~-der weight per specimen wa.s e.bou.t 5. O· grams. MBny more 
t~ial specimens were fabricated in the search for a 
me.t-erial that would not react: with the Y203 surf'e.ees 
exposed to the TZ:tv1 plungera. The ·results of these trials 
,, 
e.rtai ·shown in Table· -1·· •.. Adhesion -to the' TZM die plung_ers · 
by·the graphite spacers w~s prevented by painting the 
. -






~-· ~-=--------_. ·--------. -----_ · Outga.ssing channels were -incorporated in the graph-
. ' 15 ' ite liner in order to improve the final density. 
.;9' -•: -· ·, .. 
' ' . 
- - f 
' Once the- th.ermel expansion compatibil.ity-problem· · 
. ' ' 
' 
:end the surface re~etion problem were ms.de ,tolers.ble, _·. . ·-·---------- -----.. ------ -----------· -----.. --:- -- -----
,. ___ ~. c~rte.in number of finished. spec irnens fabrieE1ted under---_-·· ___ ...... ___________ .. 
·-- -···. '---·' --- ,- -' ··-. _,____ _.._' ------~--- -- ·-- -· 
. , 
. ' 
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' . I_, ~ • • 
•' 
I • ..-• 
-., .. 
surface eontect with the' graphite)· frarme~ted into two · . . . 
.. .. 
-. ' . or thre9 pieces upon e.xtre.ction from tl1e graphite liner. 
The extraction was rele ti vely easy beceuse of negiigibl.~ ___ : _ -----, __ -
. --·--·----·--- ----· -- -·- -· 
" 
-~~riction between the uraphite liner and the inner TZM 
·- -
cyli·nder wa.11. Once the liner was free of the die 
. --- ---- -· - ... - -
-, 
. . .. -- _, ....... 
it was tri-sect$d and the specimen readily removed. 
, 
- -----------· 
---·- ,_,.____ - . 
- -
'\.,, 
-Powdered graphite w~s ultimately used instead of solid 




___ (~~-e Figure 3). The resulting redius of curvature of 
--~---------------the top -of- the spee imen---·-s-a-rf-aee was- m-u·e-h----gre-ater- tna-:n-~---- - ... 
tJ 
its bottom counterpart. Since the specimens wera cold 
pressed at 5000 PSI in & cold pressing die, a two-step 
process of cold pressing was ettempted in order to et-
-~-~----temp_t ___ to- equa-lize t-he two- -redii of eurv-ature t-t1at ex--------
tsted in the final specimen. A Carver laboratory prees 
· wes use·d to apply 40(J0 PSI to the· top surfe.ce of the 
green specimen. The specimen was then-inverted and 
5000 PSI w~s a~plied to tb8 bottom· sid~. The 5000.PSI 
Side. ·was· t·hen put -UJiright into t;he · press-ure-s-in-tering------
- ,pperstus. Thie pr_oeedure · res1llted in a more symmet-
I' 
- - - -·- -
--.,rical fine_l !peeimen that w~s· aceepte.ble with the orig-
·· .. :·, .. : 
.. 
' 
. - ----·--- --- ---· -·------·-·---
-· ---·---- - -
~·.,,, .. ·--·-·"'-·•--- ., ... 




_·. ine.1 a.im o.f th·e~ st·udy. It should be noted that the 
. peripheral sides of the green specimen eftet exttactipn 
-----··· 
. from the cold press die ~ere scraped cl8sn of ~ny visi-
ble material left from the specimen's pby~ieal contact 
with the cold pressing die. 
. . . i:~- .,1 .• . . 
. : ~Ji~ . 
\ ·'.'1 ' .• :J··.,' · .. 
' ' ' . 
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a.)- RESULT OF SOLID SPACERS 
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b) RESULT OF POWDERED SPACERS 
- AND ONE•STEP COLD PRESSING /• 
--
l 
- . - . -----
f --'V-·. -
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c) RESULT OF POWDERED SPACERS 





..,,_ __ .---·• 
FIGURE 3. · PHYSICAL APPEARANCE OF YTTRIUM OXIDE SPECIMEN . ,-
AFTER DENSIFICATION AS- A. FUNCTION OF· SPACER AND COLD· PRESSING MODIFICATIONS ~ 
•' 1 .. 
.. 
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The utilization of powdered gr~pbite as Plung~r 





· eold preS_sing operation, when coupled with a floating 1 
-----,- ,---'-._=:;__ __ _ 
6 ,,.·,' 
-
.:~. - - - - ~~- --~----~~ 
.. . ' die body conf*igt1r~tion, were B.11 ettempts to improve 
· -on the applied pressure profile and on the integrity 
-- e.nd density of the fine l specimen. -
------- ---
I. -Final Density Date. 
Once the specimen integrity end surfece reectivity 
·-
- __ _p_roblem! were minim.i zed _an.d the appropria-te p2.rametr1e- ·-
profile was e~tablisbed that wouid lead to rea3onably 
good results for use in the various Newtonian viscous 
-_----------diffu!ione_l ereep eq_uetione, th1e question of composition 
.· ___ ._ _____ - -- -




'-·-· • -·• ,. ''-"·-;...-;·.:._•-• -•'~"~ ,c-,•--,--.,,, •• -~~•: ... , •· • • 
I • • 
the above tria.1 e.nd error approach, only one supplier's -
powder w~s utilized (American Potash end Chemical Co., lot 
no. 111-5). If a tr18l proved successful, the trial 
would be r$run using a second supplier'! powder ass -· 
· cheek. This wa_s done sparingly ·because of the high ·· 
cost of yttrium oxide. An optimum te.mpere.ture or 1300°c 
and & presaure of 15,000 PSI yielded a nearly fully 
dense specimen with the pilot study powder. The remain-
i~g four .powders were evslu8.ted a.t 1300°c - 1.5, 000 
. 0 
·· PSI and, .1300 C -- 11,000 PSI. The evaluation consisted 
· in measuring the density by the toulene method ~nd by 
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listed in Table II. . The optimum Sllpplie:r;' 8 powder, as 
determined by the eb9ve evaluation, wa~ then fabricated 
.. 
'# 
by e temperature-presiimre scheme • . The temperatures . . . 
. - - .. ·- - .. - -·- - -·- - . ·-- - -- - ---· 
ilchosen tvere 1300°c J 1150°c I and 900°c. The pre·se·ure _- - -------:--~-----. --- - ---~--:.-. --- -----
-
. applie·d et ~ach of the-~e temperatures we8 7000 PSI, 
-11.,GOO -PS-I, e.nd- 15, 000- PSI. Other tempere.ture-s end 
"'-
other p~essures would have elso been included if it 
were not for the fact that more powder .from the optimum. 
lot number wa! not available. Furthermore, ev8.lus.tion 
of a newer lot number yielded unsetisfa.etory results, 
sueh as low density end minimum tre.n!lueency. 
( ' 
It should be noted that the density meesurements 
were performed on "8s fe.briea,ted" specimens. TJ:le loose 
\ 
_________________ ____ ____ _.graph! te was brushed ewey from the su:rfaee eone-s.-vi-ti-es---·----- ·--~-- ----- --------
..,.-.._------..-
. and the density measurement made. 
not polished in any manner •. 
The specimen was 
During the density measurements, noticable bubble 
evolution emanated from the periphery of certain speei-
C 
' ..,. 
mens while they were sub,merged in toulen9 ~nd undergo-
ing outgassing. The fully dense specimens exhibited 
~ 
very little peripheral gae bubble evolution during 
~----...,...-~----,.--C~--- --- -------- ------ - --- --- .... - .. 
- ···- . -
this phase of the density measurement. ,._ This observe.tion 
served as a qualitstive guide to the relati~e density 
'. 
or eieh specimen. 
Composition is considered e. v·e.riable, . sine-• tbe 
r 
. ..;._., ·, 
1 . \ 
. 
• 0' ,.,,..,.. .... •-'· •• ,,. '"'• ·-"·'--·-• 0 ""' -• 0 ~,, '"' ·-•••·"••- ..... , •• 0 ,• • •, •• • C - 23 
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., 
. . • 
.. ~----~----·---···-·-···· 
~ ,,. .... 
.... . ·" 
' ' 
! .. '. 
I , 
importenee of other oxides as dopsnt:! c-annot be over-
. 
looked. . The f11ll role of impurities in assisting dens·1 ... 
fication vie pressure-sintering i~ not well understood 
at the present time • 3 Ue h studies with Y2o3 were beyond 
~he ~eope of the present project. The fact thet one 
, r ... 
supplier's powder ~esulted in a transparent specimen 
. .. 
': - ' , •I• '• ' 
. " ~ ...... 
--- . ------·- ~·· -. 
. - -:-~--
-






.. ~. :J 
\'\ I 
.. --·· ... ------------- ~- -~-:-_~--~~~-..._.-::.:···.-_._! ___ ·_ .: I 
while a second !upplier's powder under-these.me densi-
fieation schedule~ yielded a rel~ti~e density~f only 
97 per eent~lends more c~edenee to the sugfestion that 
composition is e vsrittble. In addition, the possibil-
1 ty of subtle vari~tions in p&rtiele characteristics 
cannot be ruled out. 





---------~ J. Con-ti-nuo-u-a --Densi:ty De.,ta - -
, 
. ;~ . 
' , .... 
~· 
----- -· ----- ---
Specimen change in height plots as~ function or 
time, when monitored by the LV·DT, gave both the true 
change of the ~peeimen,beight and the change in the 
. . 
ram expansion due to the temperature and pressure pro-
fi·les impo·sed upon.· th·e entire -apparatus. Standardize.-
tion plots were made which gave the same information 
. on the appe~retus performe.nee as a function of these ·· ----~~-
. parametric profiles, ·but. did not include specimen con-
solidation. Subtr~ction of the ste.nde.rd plot ____ from the 
specimen plop· yielded the true d~nsifiee.tion e.s a rune-
tion of time. This result coupled wi-th the final den-· 
r •· ·-·- - -~-- -
:J... ..~ - '. "' - . 




~:·' ' ,· 
'·- --- : . · ... : : ,. '"'II,·--.--··-··-------··-------- - ···-·- ·• 
sity an~ the final area of the specimen allowed for· 
. ,-_ ,- : .·,;,,,., ., ,-, ... " .. -- ,. - ........ , ··-·· -··-··-- .. ---- •, --· ----·-.' . ·-- -· -· ' ... -- ... '-·. - ... . --- -
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... , .. 
celculetion of the _change in density es e· function or 
· ·time. This is usually· reported es the relative. den-. 
ei ty versus time trs sb_:C?~n in Figure 4. The rates of 
'. 
' . ' 
. ' . 
•, ,,., ... ' ._ ., 1 ~ ' ·," I .. 
•· 
... 
. . --- --·--·--·-
~ '-·· ... •. ··-----·-·--·-·"··--·--·-·-·---.. . ... 
- ---------- - · · densifieation for tl1e various specimens were determined ____ __ 
--- - --- . . . -
.... 
·7.-
by taking slopes from tbe relative density vers1.J_S ti1ne 
plot t.tsing ~ prism technique. 
... ,;· -':O.. 
• 
The slope of the relative 
density versus time curve was then 
8t~ain rate,. since 
' 




al· l ~ · ,,,,. _ 
dt·l·li,3rri -
to obt&in the 
al 
1/t 
( 10-. 0) 
Calculation of the diffusion coefficients utilize~ 
the Nabarro-Herring lattice diffusional creep relation 
Qr the Coble grain boundary diffusional creep relation. 
____________ As ___ tbe _ only rem~.ining rela.t.ionship ne·cessary is 
d £ :: J, C7it.· d f(e) = 'X· a f(e) (11.0) 
• then /{. is the slope. A semple calculation is shown 
in Appendex II e.nd a. further e1n8lysi s of t·hf s relation-
" . -- . _. :· :./,. · - ship is· -conte.ined in the· p·resentation of :Result-s. 
? . 
.. ' 




K. Grein Size Evaluation 
The specimen w~s first sawed ·inbalf.with a 320 
~rit di8mond saw ~nd then one se6tion was fractured for 
the purpose of obtaining tiin electro_n microscope replica.· . .----
A two step ehro.mium car·bon sha.dowing sequence ... was em-
e • 
-~loye4 on 2 mil thick cellulose ac·etate tape stripped 
' . . . . 25. 
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6.0 7.0 8.0 
Figure 4. RELATIVE DENSITY VERSUS TIME FOR SPECIMENS NO. 'S 59, 167:~ 
. i . I' 
'AND 66 AT 130QOC, 
Al~~ 65 A.T 90o0 c 
l I' NO. 1 S 60, 91, AND 62 AT 11sooc AND fiO~ 'S 63, 64 '; 
: I i , 
I 





































· tPoin· the fraetur_ed !urfac1. Due to the extrem.e !mootb-
. ' 
. ·~ 
. - ·-··----- ---·---~------ ---- --
'"'. 
..-..___:__ -· - - ----
·, 
ness of the surface e. sha.dowing .. angle for. the chromium 
in the vaporizer of .about 12° wa:! u!ed. Typical micro-. 
·-
gr ep h s ~re shown in Figures 5, 6, and 7. The grain 
size was· determ.ined efter e. method or Hilliard. 17 
. F" 
-
The met·ellogre.phic m.e,.a.n fre_e len.gth was taken as 1.50 
time! the average interc&pt length, in accordance witb·-
the stipulation that the grains be reasonably uniform 
in shape and size. The resulting standard deviation 
was estimated to be 12% •. 
:·-. 
. ·--- ~ ----------~---,--,---
---------- --- -- -.-. -c------~ .. - - -. 
.. · ..... 
. . 
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"· . - · · · ~- .IV RESULTS AND DISCUSSION -
. ~ . . 
/ 
I 
',. • I • 
. . . ' ' 
,· ' . 
. . 
- . ... - . .· .......... ' - ·-· .. ..,. . . .. . .. .... , - .......... " - . 
',, 
• fl' .. ,. 
- . ------- - ' ·- .... 
-
- · In order to utilize ei tber the Nabarro-Herring or the 
--
- -- . ---·- --
~----~~--C.O.ble--e-re-ep- equation, e. rele.tionship mu5t be found between-- -- · --_-_ - -- ---------
' . 
the relative density ~nd the applied stress such tb&t a 
linear function exiBts between the creep .rate snd the effeQt-
. 18 -
ive stress. McClelland - used 





would reeult in e reasonable rs.nge of linear compatibility. 
___________________ ye.silos ~ncl -~p:rJ.ggs19 employed the empirical ~:pproximation or_ _ 
f (C°) = it 2 P 
where P == 1- e ( 15 .o) 
-. 
--._ -
----- - 20 
in their esrlie~ wor.k. Subsequently, Spriggs and Vas11os 
'' 
sug·gested that the MeCjlelland pare.meter might pro.vi·cfe a 
better fit than the ( 1.+2 P) relation, especially for c:tteep 
- - -
21 behavior as a function of porosity. Fryer recently sug-
gusted that . I 
. . 
------· - ----~----- ----------------- ---··--- - -- ---- ··- . ------ .. ·- ... 





. . r 
·' (16.0) 
and he replotted the torsioneil creep of Coble e.nd Kingery2Z 
to show that e longer range of lineaitty exi~ts for 
I 
Jt . a 1 NS C1jq • 7 (J17.o) 
-
. ' 
--- -- .. -
' .... -
..... - 1--
---------- -~.-·--.---·-~c--·----,-·--then di·d th•ir orig.inal work with-· ---------~--_·_~_ ~.......___,-~--c..··..c._· ---·------------ -------·· --------------------··_-·:------i----·~'---·-------.--· g a .... ,,.· .. -.............. -.. ·---·-- ··-·---. - .- .. . -.- .. . 
' . . ~ I. ' 
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~- 'c, ... ~. f 
. . ---· 
' . 
. . . . 
. -J E" a;.-J 1 -~ 1./3 . ~ ·' . ,}' • ·- t , • ' . /US . ~ I ~- . ·'i . I ..,., 
. ~! 
'I 
· · -· - · · - - ·· -·a.s suggusted by _Spriggs e.nd Va.silos. Fryer is· ,i-lso currently 
wor:king on a new diffusion-based d.ensification model and he 
. . . 
• 
presented part or his results which also show Rossi and Ful-
. rath' s pressure !interlng deta plotted- as . 
.c::-/ 
.P S/3 _ -
NS -e 
' 
-The of linesrity wss greetly enhanced &nd the justification 
tor Fryer's use of the (P/f)93 relation is contained in his 
. . paper. The data from this study were first plo~ted as 




d E ""~ £, 0-1t ' a 1 _ p t/3 
-------···-· ... ··-- -- -- --------------------- -- ··- ---·-- -
- ----··-· .. ··-· --- -·---·· ·-- . -·· -- -
- ----------· - ~----- -- ------------------ ----- --- - -
• ?1l . 1 or /{: J J £ /US 1-. p ~/3 
, 
and the.rssult8 are shown in Figure 9. 








Next the date we.Be 
·-
(22~0) 
·----------·----~----·· --- --- ·end. the re~ulte are shown in Fig.ure 10. Fryer's utilization. 
i ' 
of • f/3 
~... ' 
E p , . ' IVS ---




·•··. lead to the plotting or the de.ta.from thi.s··study as 
. 
- - ·-··-~---·--·--.... -. ------------·-------·-------------.--·----- --- ------- , ...... ----·---··--·-
' ' 
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- NO. 'S 60,61,62 for ll50°C 
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11'''. \' . 
-:.~~ ,· 
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---- -· - - --Th~e- excellent line&P ·correlation th\le obtained is shown in"-
Ji'igU!'e 11. Since 
fl-= c[ Q. ~(Pf~ )-513]- (23.-0) 
• • efe/tt 
and £ - _(24.0) .. , 
€ 
$ 
values of the strain rate were obtained from the slope or ( f i 
---~- - --
-- - - --- - - - - - ·- f 
.. -
veraus time for a. given value of e . Vs.lues were measured at 
every 0.01 e. Thee versus time plots were obtained through 
----the- LVDT measurements a.nd from the determination of -the- f-i-n-al ----
density of the specimen. Baek calculation lead_to a relative 









• - t 
----r--·--------·-Trfii -s·t-ratn··-·rert·e ·--_-1·s···-icnown·-- for ··any -- inte·tve.1· -·or the --relative· -------- -. · -···------------·- '. 
.. 
. •' 
-·------~----·----·'-····-··-·· ··: d·e·nsity, e.g.,o·.--e1. The effective stress is also known for 
any interval of the re le.ti ve density. The latter relationship 




• ,i;il. • • 
- --·-.:--· -------- --.~··-'·'.· is known through the functional density term (Eq1.1ation 5.0). 
,' .. • ' ' 
The functional· d-easi ty term must be of such a form that the 
stre.in rate and the effective .stress over the entire range of 
densification yields a linear relationship. The constant rx. 
can then be calculated ~s the slope ror the above reletion-
., ' 
,, 
' '.-- ~ .. l 
; 
. 
.. -"':· -~ 
, ship where 
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NO. 'S 66, 67, 59,for 1300°C, 
NO. 'S 60, 61, 62 for ll50°C 
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1.3 5/3 1.4 1.5 I 1.6 (P/6') • + 
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. .... --1 
I 
and therefore .. 
. · ( 26. O) 
The Ne.b·erro-Herring. eque.li ty req.uired knowing the. 





. e.m,ter of the· gre.ins at tbe strain-rate-effective stress 
. 
region o·r constant proportion&li ty. A·11 specimens~were. 
-held e.t their de!ired temnere..ture! ,ind. pr9ssu.res for · 
0 ~ 
60 min11tes, yet the relative density versus time plot __ 
revee.led tha.t densifieation e.ffecti vely ceased some-
where between 8 mint1tes end 20 min1.1 .. tes running time. 
Densificati~n was still occurring but one very minor 
scale. For example, when the X-Y plotter was set &t 





__ ,, __ -,_·,··--·· '---'·--···· .... ',____,__,__ ·-
i r,-\! 
hour, the ·pen mi·gbt record only a 0.05 mil decrea!e 
in height. 
The finel gra.in diameter e.fter e method of Hill1ard17 
we~ ealcul~_ted to be O. 78 micron s.t 1300°c, 0. 32 micron 
" 
. , . Q 
. ~t 1150 C, and 0.25 micron st 900°c. The initial start-
ing grain diameter w~! te.ken to be 0.24·. micron from the 
,;-··· · -------...C.-- .· ,':,_---~----.----BET gas ad~orption me~.!·urements.- Mierographs of the 
• 
ini ti a.l p~rticle size are shown in Figure 8. . In Figure 
12 is a plot o:r 
lo3 ( d FIA'II L - d IIIITIAJ. ) vert1us log time · (27 .o) 
where d FIA/At. is the finel grain diameter and d INITIAL 
is the st~rting graln diameter. Close ex~.mination re-
veels thet ~ven if gr~in growth commenced et 6oo0c, 
38 
- ·-.:1 · - --· ·•. . ·- : . • 
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'-' 0 .04 
... , .. ,. :---· - -~·--·------···-··· -·-~--------
. ·- ; 
" . 
-- . -~--··· .·. ·, ;··· -~-.: ________ ··.: .·· ,-··-. -----·--- ---~-
-··--· ,~---- --:--·--- ._: -· 
.. 
, I, ., 
.•• 'i-,. 
.:.,-:-:,t.,. ' 
At time 1.0 min~,.all -specimens_at 500° C 
1300°c-soo 0c at 1/mih. to_l300°C at 7 min. 
hold at 1300 °G for 60 min.· 
11S0°c-soo 0 c at 1 min.· to 1150°C at 6 min. 
hold at 1150°C for 60 min. 
900°c-soo 0c at i min. to 900°C at s min. 
hold at 900°c for 60 min • 
• 
= (dp - dT) a.t end of 
- dens if icatio~ 
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. l' 
.. · . .. the grti.in diameter et time 8 minute!! for e.11 tbt"ee · 
.... -.·1.· . . • 
,· .. •· ····.· ...... . 
' 
temper.e.tures was e.bout o. 30 micr one. It w~s felt ths.t 
~t 900°c, when~densifieetion first sttrts to. proceed 
-·- ·- - --- --·------- (dete~ined by studies conduct~ at500°C thru 1300°0 ·- --,--- --' • • •••• ... - , -•-• _,-•,.2c·.·r. _ _ • __ •. _ ----;------.,,;-:·----·-----,---,_- ,.;.--·-.- ·=·,-. -- -~ -~--~----·-- --- -- -·------ -- - --------- ·--· ---· ·- - -
- . 
. - 0 .. 
· __ --- at 10 C per m-i-nut e be a ting ra t8), train growth wp_ul.d~--- __ -----·-·---- ..... -·--- ·· ·'···_-~::~-.-T- .. -
l_ 
e.l-"SCY be ea_pe_ble of coITffllencing-. . ,--::--, . ,, ,,-,-,-.-;-.-· 
---If. the foregoing reasoning. is -~1cceptab1e, ··-·then·_ for----------~-----------------_--.-·. · 
.this study, ons ea.nnot use tbe'·finel grain diameter 
after 60 minutes in ealeuleting the diffusion eoeffic-
.. 
ients. · -~he fint11l gre.in die.meter usually coincides ·w±th 
the minimum creep r~te, not with the creep rate utilized 
s.nd celc11le_ted from the £ J/Js_l.lii,[f(t'~ relation!lhip. (Eque.-
t.ion s.o) 
.------,----,~,--------------A .. t .ths _ 1300°c _and 1150?C __ tempe_~-~t_µ~•-~, _ a~:i.---~~!l.!ur-
- ... ------ ... ,- ---------~--------~---





. ... - ,_ ·- .. ·~· .. ·• ...... 
.. 
. . 
able densificetion ese~ed at approximately 3 to 10 
• J • 
mindte~. At 900°c, the cessation of densifie~tion 
occurred in l5 to-18 minut•s. All meeningful data were 
·' 
ge_the·red in the f ir~t ten minµte! at c:,nst&nt temp8r-
• I • 
ature ~nd nressur8. 
... . u . . 
Selective micrographs of the grain size et the 
----. appropriate temr·erature · a.re shown in Figures 5, 6, end"}_7-. 
The mierograpbs er~ from. a frs.ctured surface and in 
• C) . 
the case o~ the 1300 C specimen~, the fr&eture was 
prineipe.lly tranegr~nuler with only ~n occes!iQn~l pore 
round in a trip~e point. Traces of residual porosity 
were elso found in the micrograph!! for the 1150°c spec-_ 
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. . 
. I.. . . The microgre:ph.s o1 the. 900 C specimens ~re. of poor . '"''' . ' . 
,, 
· . · · qua.li ty even though eonsidera.ble time was spent by L. 
. . ! 
. ! . . 
••',·:" •••;'«-P··•• .o '.,..,.,-,•:--•\•~·- •••••• ,o•·•• • • 
... ..... •' 
--=-=---=- •- - '""~... . 
_ .... ~--- --- ·----·-····----~·--· -·~-· 
.. 
- ' 
_ ------:·------- _, ___ . -~ both the electron mieroscopi st. e.nd my!el-f trying t--o___:_· -· :._._2..· __ .. ';'---; .... - - - - =··----- - · _ ..... 
-----~--,,-~--=-= _______ .... --·---=:.·-----'----- improve their q11~lit:r. The micrograph .. iri .. Figure . . 7e. · 






e.nd more import!.nt,ly the width of the poree juxtipoeed 
to the graina. Since grain growth was negligible for, 
,· 
~: . . 
i 
.. 








' grain-pore relationship during the early stages of 
deneifieation ( e = 0.60-0.70) ean be realized from 
' these mierogr~phs. 
For all diffusion coefficient calculations, a grain 
. 




.. for 1150 C snd O. 25 micron for 900°c, e.s determined 
-
trotn Figure 12. (See Table XII) 
Figure 13 is a plot of log D versus 1/T for y+3 
ion diffusion in polyerystelline Y2o3 and for o-2 -ion 
-- -- ·· ·· diffusLon in p~lycfyst~lline Y-203, 6 'along with the date. . · 





- -- - _ ____,...,.,.- --------
ed via the Ne.barro-Herring lattie-e diff'usion model and 
+31 
I -- -
the Coble gr2in bound~ry dif.fusian model. Tba Y ·· 
ion dat!1L have been extrepola.ted to lower temperature!. 
The diffu~ion coefficients calculated by the Ne.be .. rro-
·- ;- • l 
, .... ____ .. ~ . 
-
• • ,1 ,. 
... · herring latti.ee a·1rru.~ion mod~l (DN-·H) ere in poor agree-I • -· ' -- .. ' . ..,,.,.,. 
, 
. .---
-.ment with the y+3 ion· diff11si.on coefficients. ro·r the . . ,__:.._ 
.. 
. ,c . 
~ . ~-- '_ - . " . 
,,. . .. -
. ' 41 
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A - Coble Grain -
Boundary Model 
' I -- Nabarro-Herring \ Lattice Model • t 
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• FIGURE-13. LOG. DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT VERSUS 
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i 
·. temperature range under investig,ition. · The DN-H · veluas 
are·lower in m~gnitude and exhibit a diff~reht. activa-...,_ ... _. 
1 
tion energy tha.n the p11·blished da.te.- I. 
-- .. ---·- . -- --·· 
- . --
.Di-eeoure.ged by these re:!ults from t·he N.!.barro-
I , 
----· - . . . •• -- ,. • • • 'r ' 
-- -= .. - ~~-. ---- - --· -,·-··-------· 
-·-,··- ·-




·Her,·ring model, ~n attempt W!lt'! me.de to C!!.lcul~_te Coble ,, .. · •... d 
'· 
~odel coefficients-for 1300°c, using 15 i as the grain 





- ~- .· ,~ ! 
--··-· ----- ··-·-.·-',-•• ----··::·· .·-; 
.. , 
·-'' 
. .·-,--··;· - ..... .. 
were fully dense). Th9 agreements with ~h8 published 
-~e:~a for y+3 ion in Y203 wer~ excellent. Since the 
-- I ' 'l 
0 
. 
-s~ecim.ens e.t 900 C exhibited grains a.lmo!t completely 
surrounded wi tb. pores, a me!t~urement of the pore a_iame-
ter revealed a pore width of approximately 110 X. 
~(see Firure 7a.) Utilizing the pore width es tbs "grain 
... 0 
--- ---·------- -~ 
-· 
- ......... -·- .. - -·· - ----- - -----·· bo-unditry width.·", the Cobl·e model coefficients at 900 C 
were e.lso in good. agreement wi t·h the ,.same published 
deta. The activation energy for Dc0 from the!e two 
d~ta points, each derived from three specimen~, wa~ the 
same, 
value 
within the experimental •rror, as the pubiJsbed 
+3 . 
- . f?r Y 4 ion 1n-Y2o3._The value of the coefficients 
~as only one fifth of a decade too high. For the 1150°c 
calculation, baclt ealculstion of the gra.in boundary width 
. was made utilizing the self diffusion value. A value of 
2, R ror the ·_grain boundary width < e = o. 98 to o. 95 > 
. . 0 
•. brought the n00 ( 11,50 C) into good agreememt w.ith the 
forementioned published data. . . . I 
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: J. I I .• , • .;., 
. . 
. 0 
grain bounde.ry in the 900 C specimens, coupled with the 
grain bound~ry width for.an oxide system that ·is fully • f 
,, . 
dens~ being reasonably estimated et 15 i, lend support to 
•-, . . . 
' ' '· 
- ' .. -
' ---- -
---;;:;:-, ___ -_ ·--........ -
the suggestion that -the Coble grain boundary~diffusion --.-'--_ .. '. ' 
~ - - -·- - - - - --·· .. -
- model is in better a.greernent with the published data than. -
' . 
. the Nabarro-Herring lattice. diffusion model. The Newton-
-
ian proees! operative during the den81fieation via press-
. ' 
. 
ure si6tering of Y2o3 is therefor• concluded to be grain 
boundary diffusio.nal creep. 
·'. 
-··'\. 
~- "t : 
• jl 
'~~- ---. ·--· -~-----··- -- .. --···-· 
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· -V .. A PRO POSED MODEL FOR PRESSURE-·SINTERING- DENSIFICPJ.TION -
• 
. (, '. . 
' '. 'i .~ .::· ' ' 
,), .. 
,-· -,. I 
It is be.coming increasingly evident tha.t as more 
·--·-· ··-·-.. - r -
. . ··- . 
- ;· . - . 
"' - -- _. ' T knowledge,.". g!t~:ned----th-Pough-----th-eory -and~---e.x:pe-ri-mentation,--~-.- ----- . 
-
... - , ___ ------· ______ ., -...--~------------ ---- -
. .. 
ie brought to bear on the phenomenon of densification, 
the more complex- the 1 phenomena~ of densifice.tion become -
---
when !J.11 no!sible meche.nisms are considered • 
.;. 
·spriggs and .A.tteretas23 have recently proposed that 
-
a minimum of thr~e mecha.niems occur simultaneou8ly 
and synergetieally during the pressure sin_tering or 
me.terie.ls ~-t ele~ated temparature8 ( 'T ~ TM.P,/2 ) • 
rh• percentBge of each varies in magnitude as the densi-
ficat1on proceede. Th~ first meeharii!m is considered 
----·--to be particle fre.gmente-t·ion a.nd parti-cle-·r·9·arrani:rement 
and commeneaoS with the e.pplic,fjt.-i-on _ of sn externa_l stre !8. 
The second meche.niem i! plastic flow, ·ti thetr----by dis-
. location motion within the individual crystallites or 
by the combination of gr_ain boundary sliding and a 
Newtonian diffusions.1-proee~s •. _The thir.d. mechanism 
. 
is entirely controlled by _diffu!ional processes and 
------·----------------- -- . --------
. .• .... 
'• ,. 
. ----- --···--------- ·~·· ~-- ean bs eith8r Naberro-Herring lattice diffusion.e.l er·.--•p 




. l· • 
17 Spriggs · commented that a.n exe.et ·way to separate 
->---·· .;'.:/, '_ ,.~ .-_ ... ·--- -···· .. 
,. .·· ' 
---- ------- -- ---_-;-:-__ 
'· .. ,_ 
. these· v2ria.ble processe~ would be highly desirable. 
- . - -1 . 
The idea that three proeessee·!uch as the ebove ar• 
.. 
. · ·---· ____________ _ . ____ . occurring slmulte_neously and eynergetically and .that--------------------------------~-------.. ·-.------- . 
...... ___________ ,.,,. ....... --•--·-····--------~----"·-·--------------- .. - - -------- -
'1· • 
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·two of these processes a~• non-Newtonian, suggests that 
the assumption. of t3 purt,ly Newtonia.n viscous process 
(.,.· 
.(strein rate eoeffici&nt m equal to one) is not strict-
... . .. 
· · ly va_lid, being- ~n over8implifieation, and that suffi-·' 
eient dets should be gathered to·allow for th~ calcula-
tion of the· etr~in ra.te exponent_ nr,_ where 
J 
(28.o) -
- d /..oG €, 
m can have positive valuee greater than zero end less 
then one, but not zero. Morgan2.5 in ·his recent paper 
on superplastlci ty in ceramic! found m to be much less. 
then one tor his pre~sure ealeintering densifieation 





-·· --~ - -·· . 
-·- . ----. 
----pressu-re -ealsint-eri-ng data were generated --not at· con- ----- ----.---- .. ·. 
.,,. . 
·sta.nt temperatures but at slowly inere:a.sing temperatures 
(5°c per minute) throughout the entire densification 
run. In general, even if the vs.lues of m calculated 





_, --- . ----------·- ·- -· ___ ,._ -· -- -- ... _ .. - -- ~ - - - . - --· . -- _ approximately eql1al to one, no· justificati9n exists for ~ 
. ~ 
) . ' ;_, 
assuming that a Newtonian vi!eous process is the only 
-~---- -· ~- ----~--




Recently, in the mete.llurgice.1 literature, !evera1· 
-explenstions for the.phenomenon of superplristicity 
~ in eutectic alloys undergoing tensile elongation have 
... - -------~~----,-----~------- ·--- .. -· · .- ... · .. · ., 2 6 2 7 2 8 .-
. · .·· · : · been offerede . ' ' The!e views all agree that 
. -
-·---·-·---~--·---·----·-- ----------·. -• . . 
a non-Newtonia.n viscous component i~. present alorl:g wi tg~----~-==-==·-- -· ·-----~--~.-- ·· 
.... 
. 
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the Newtonian component. - . 16 Zehr end B~ehofen, for ex-
ample, . were fortunate thet ,the @·r~.in boundsry diffusion 
coefficients, plu~ the conventional l~ttiee diffusion 
· coefficients for the elementtiJ that comprised the eutectic · · 
~ystem under :r-e-udy jl were available by othe?' investige.-
tive teebniques. 22• 23 This fact allowed them to cal-
. eulate the viscosity of eAch element for both Nabarro-
" 
Herring ~nd Coble creep and to determine which Newton-
-ie.n process W!l!I rate controlling by virtue of the least 
· viscous result. (11) = O"i4/ E, '''1') where-rJJ 1 !I the 
viscosity) Their calculations, however, did involve 
• I 
an estimate of the grain boundary·width (~ i). In the 





... ·. ··-··:....:- -
.-- - ----· 
, I •-
-------·----
able to an l"ICcurrBcy th~t would he deemed- aeee-ptable1 -,-- ---·----:;.:. __ ·- --. .. --_ --~--_:___ __  
................ - "'" -------,-··"-----------·--·""' ., -------·-· -- .. 
and eonseq_uently the Newtonian. viscous models are used 
... --'-' ~- -to calculate diffusion coefficients • 
., 
. . 1 ., :~ •. 
The multistate strain-rate-harden!~ behavior of 
a superplastie eutectic material is shown schematically 
in FiguPes 14a and 14b whera regibn 2 in Figure 14~ -
-,------- . - - - - . . 
is the area where superplastieity is most predomin~t • 
- . 
-- ---·. - .---;- -:-.-. -· -, -·· --. ·· ... 
- ------··· ·- -- ··- . ·- ... --· 
-------·-- ~---- -- /II - - Note that m ee.n be either decreasing er. increasing .'With~-
in the se IT1!!l material as a function or the operating 
' 
' ,... .. 
. · pe.r~etePs. The sigmodal behavior of m in an eutectic . , r 
material ean- be expl_~ined by the model shown in Figure 
. ·15. . . ; 
-·~ . . -.··· .. ~- --.-· -- . .. -·. . .. ' -- . '. . . 
~--- ---- ----· --- -··----- __ ,. -- ---- -·- -·· --~•• -,t-••~-- •• -~ L ••s' - ......... ->•-• - • -
The purpose or reviewing the recent expla~ations . 
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FIGURE 14 ·(A) LOG. OF APPLIED STRESS VERSU&~,~LOG. OF STRAIN-
RATE FOR A TYPICAL SUPERPLASTIC EUTEC.TIC ALLOY, (B) THE 
STRAIN-RATE COEFFICIENT m VERSUS THE LOG o OF THE STRAIN-
RATE FOR A TYPICAL SUPERPLASTIC EUTECTIC ALLOY. 
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A MECHANICAL MODEL FOR REPRESENTING 
·-----·--·--·------~ ---------~-- -----------------------------··· ·- -------·-----·--···" -------~---·--·---~-..__.., __ ---------.,-a~,-",---·~------ -------· 
THE STRAIN-RATE HARDENING BEHAVIOR OF FIGURE 14B. 
• 
ELEMENTS A AND B ACT IN PARALLEL AND ELEMENT C 
• THEd·f AC'Ts··rN· SERIES-WITH THAT' PAIR . RELATION- --·-·----- ---,..-~-'-----
SHIPS FOR THE SEPARATE ELEMENTS APPEAR AS CONTIN-
UOUS STRAIGHT LINES ON LOGARITHMIC COORDINATES. 
ADDING ~ AND CJa, t AT CONSTANT E 
' 
PROVIDES FOR 
PARJ\LLEL OPERATION; THEN ADDING STRAIN RATES WITH, 
.. ~J. 
( ~ .,. 0-a ) .:: 0c INTRODUCES THE SERIES ACTION. 
-· . 
THE 
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.. 
···.·.;r :.··,:-,•1··· ,"· 
' . . . . . . 
( .. , . 
• I 
' . 
-e.bove for Sl1perpls.stiei ty in eutectic m~.teri·als· i! ;'to 
. . . ,. 
,_ ~ 
draw an 8nalogy to dsn!ification etudies ~ia pressure-
!intering •1• 
... 
-----·-· -------... ·--~- ---· - . - - treing de.ttt from· thi$ study, ·th·e~ resulting plot of .. __ ·, ___________ - --- ---- .. ------- ··- --
• 
• : ''1 ., 
\- - - . . - .-
l·Qg ~ versus log 6 ~emi,rgee., as shown in Figure 
-· 
16. Notice that et the loiter tempera.ture the slope· is 
----------·-------- -·-------- - . -~ - - ----- --
. 
- ·-- ·-·------------------ ------- -
. . 
- · · increasing faster then at the big-her tempera.t1ire tiIJ.d 
el!o that the average velue of the slope is larger at 
the lower tempera.tures. Thie implie!J tbe.t es tempera-
ture increase!, m decreases and can go fro6 m greater 
then one tom less than one. 
Attention is ca.lled to th• e_lmo!t _perfect f'i t- of 
the three date point~ per temper8ture to a slope of 
,1 
_ ) 
- . . ·; ... -
11,-. 
--· 
--- ·- -----· --- ,__ .. - . 
- . 
··-· .... --- - - -- - - . - -- - --- -- -----·-. 
- -• -
,_.: 
__ QD_f_._°. _____ A _____ sl_ope .o.f_ one could be justified .. as being ___ wit.h.i-1i __  
-----,-~-------···~----·· 
the experim8nta.1 error, b·ut the poor e.greement of the -
_ __:_ ____ ---------·-=---------------------diff-u_sion eoeffieients ~~:~_eulated· by the Newtonian· vis- -- --- -- - - -- --- ·-- - ---------- - - - . - -
-- . ---- ..... ------·~-- ----- ··- --
• 
- -, - - - -- - - . 
. -- ____ . -- .:::.. ----~ ·--··· - -"··-'·· .. 
cous models when compared to. the self diffusion co.effi-
cient! suggests an incompleteness in the Newtonian model 
. 
' 
or· the.t the mod9l is part of a ~ore complex systsm· • 
.. 
-
. If the latter statem~tit is to ~e more fully investi-
-
.. 
_______ g~ted, then tn.s~eed of an unvarying m ot_,,QJl8_,·a_curve - . ·: __ ~,~.------.. ------------
.,.· .. ' ' . 
. . 
- can be drawn through the date points. 
A model is now proposed, patterned efter Baehofen•s 
superplastieity model, in which (1) a Newtonian viseou~-
eomponent, (2) &· non-Newtonian viscous component,:and 
(3) a creep-resistant or theoretical-den5ificstion- .,,. ·_\ ~ -/'· ' 
. - . _____ ..,_ ., ---·-·----··-·- ... --.--, .. - ---·-·-- -- _ ........... ~, ... :- ...... ,~ .. ·-· 
._.,,._,4 ___ ,, __ _, ·-- --~---->-·-#•- ....... -,~,__,.~--,···-·:·· ·--·--~--- .. ,_,,_. -- .. 
eonstrai.nt· .. component ere all· connected .in pare,llel • . 
r,.. 
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·-·. 
. . . 
, · This· 1·~ shown in Figur.e! 17, 18, snd 19 f.or t~he three 
temper~tures employed in the study. The summation of 
the individual line component stresses itt_ a constant 
... 
str~.in ra.t,e i! ea11al to the stress of the actuel curve 
-
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-· . ···-·-·-·-•-, ... ~·- . - . .,_ . ., ~-------,-···--··· "• 
'' ,_,.:._:_· ....... :~ ..... _· .. : .. .. . 
- - ---- ---· . -- - -------·- - -----"-----~ 
. ---
From Figure 17, Line No~ 1 is tbe non~Niwtortian 
_. vil!eous component Etnd. is comprised of pe.rticle frag-
. 
mente.tion and ps.rticle rearre.ngement in· the •~-r1y· stagts 
of densifieation and et some later time is comprised 
'II 
of the combination or grsin boundary sliding coupled 
withs Newtonian vieeous element. 
The ~lope of this non-Ne.wtonien viscous element 
--------~---1,~----l~~-s tha.n o_ne_ e.nd -Jnay _ in all _r_eality _ be _ms_de up oi' .. 
two lines of ~iff~ring slope but.~itb both individual 
'' .- . - '. -~ . -
slopes less than one. Sueb e. slight modification would 
!ingularize the particle fragmentation and particle 




Line No. 2 i~ th~ pure Newtoni~~ vl!QOU! comp6nent 
.. ·:-- ... ·~' -- •. "4......_ ____________ _ 
. . -- ----·----- -- - ,----~:-,. . 
and~' may be either Ne.barro-Herring latt·iee diffusions.! , 
. 
---·-
- , . .r ' 
.. - . " 
creep· of Coble grain boundary diffusional, creep; a .. l ter-
.< 
nately, like Line No. 1, Line No. 2 can be a cbmbined 
. 
- -- --- ~ .. -- - . - - . 
opera~ion with both ereep elements operative ·bu.t st 
. , 
diff~rent states of stress. 
------~ .. ,-----,----~-----. :.--~-··----~"--·------------- --- ·The kinetics-· existing at· e- given-· s tre,s s·- stat·e -a.na-·---
tempera.ture wi.11 determine which Ne~1tonian element 
.., 
+' ·-··-···- -·-·- - - ··-·· -- -·-- •• 
, , .. '., r, , ... 
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€• STRf\rN RATE >t ,o'«Z (tec:~1, 
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FIGURE 17. A PROPOSED MODEL FOR REPRESENTING 
STRAIN RATE.COEFFICIENT AT 1300° C 
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2.0 
STRAI}I RATE X 102 
3.0 4.0 
-1 (SEC . ) 
b.O 
A PROPOSED MODEL FOR REPRESENTING 
THE STRAIN RATE COEFFICIENT AT 1150° C 
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STRAIN RATE X 103 
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FIGURE 19. A PROPOSED MODEL FOR REPRESENTING 
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. ·1s rete controlling. Any cliange in the stress state 
st a eonstent·tempereture might _also cau3~ the rate 






' \ -.-. 
... 
' ··~ ····~· 
. ' ~ -· -------~-- ··-· ·-. - ,------.~---~---
- - --· Line No. 3, which appear!! in- the ·model for e.11 thr.•e ' .. 
-
tempereture~ witp. e. constant s~OJ2~- of 4_4!_(:,_, _____ is_._ ____ fQ_:r ____ the!i/A_· _. -----'-'---------. ----------
· .• 
pre!ent, identified a! the tbeoretice.l deri.-sification 
·-·· 
constreint. It was desired that only them= 1.0 line 
component and the m <: 1.0 line component should be stress 
.. 
additive in the reaion of the 8 .. etual e1J.rve where m <l.O ... _ 




exceeded 1.0, Line No. 3 would also be atre!! ~dditive. 
.....i · It ie prob2bly fortuitous that Line No. 3 should exhibit 
.r?'-,. 
-- -· r 
e eon8tant !lope of 4.6 for all three temper~ture~. 
. .. 
The .11hysieal ... 11i..g.nifieanee of this constancy -is unknown- -- . ----·--·------- -~- -~,.<~~------------
at the pre!ent time. ·It i! possi'ble that it may not 
'" ·r ~. " 
. 
~ . ' 
even be temper~tture independent de!pi te ·e.n inverie.ncy. 
In e.ny ee!e, temper!lture e_ppear~ to beve little effect 
on this theoretieel den!ifieetion con!traint. 
_All of the line component po!itioning we~· graphic~l 
• I 
in teehniaue e,nd .. com_meneed s.t the left end of the actua.1 ~; -
curve under co~sideretion. More than one solution for· 
the!e ~ctu61 eurves is pos~ible, especially if Lin9 
·_No. 3 cen be. edded with the other two line· components -
tor any velue of m on the a.ctue.1 curve. No attempt 
w&s made to utilize Line No. 2 in c~leuleting Newtonian 
diffu~ion coefficients beeeuJ!e of the ma.ny possibl--e-
_, 
... 
- ~ ·---·- -·--------
·, 




I ., • - -. . • 













y-intercept velue~ Line No. 2 could ht1ve. The model 
was intended to show th~t if a curve is drewn through 
.. 
de.ta. P.Oints which oth_erwi!e 1Tlight be teken es indicat-


















---·-------·----------,,,-,--e ~r ~ e d_o __ e x_i st ____ 19 nd ~r ~ _.:f ~--~-~ i b 1 e __ • _____ Su f_ f.1 c e _ it···-- t_o ___ ~ a y ·--------------::=--
th~.t the combined influence of several mecha.niBms i-n 
---,--- - -- - - --
" . l. 
-----
- · · -~- perallel would iesd to overe~timates of the- DN--H -- .,. --·---- -------- ---
end Dc0 if the true diffusion rete were employed. 
Tbis eould explain wpy the eelcul~ted values of diffusion 
-· 
coeffioients_u!ing these madel! are inv~ri~bly higher 
than the self diffu~ion coefficiente. 
What is the· sign.ifiea.nee of Line No. J? 
idea~ th&t ~an be· considered ere: 
.. 
A few '·' ·"' 
,. 
------'----'~----------------·-·------- 1.) A, theoretics.l _ densification eonstr.aint ____________________ . ___ ._·:._ __ . ---- . t 
-
- .. . -- -
·is tbe·result of the entrapped geses in the pore! • 
. 
. Increasing the tempera.ture e.nd stress enhances the 
reaction kinetics, but in the fine.I analysi! ,- the 
densificetion is halted ~ecauee of the feilure 
. . ...•..•. 
o··r .the. kinetics opera.ti ve for -the eondi tion im-
. ,, 
~osed to remove or reduce the pores or tb remove 
, -
w~~~~ver ~ntrapped gas is.in the pores. 
·· 2.) The theoretical densifieation constraint 
1e rele.ted ·. to the actual intrinsic creep rate of 
the me.teri.,il. The intrin!ic creep raxe of a.n 
... 
unconstr~ ined .. material is many orders of me.gni tude 
\ 
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-,--- ·-· ··--· . 
'll 
ingrate (in e· constr~ined Jie) for a given stress. 
Very few ceramic materials are amenDble to rapid 
I 








eeremic meteri.~l!, the d.ensification ra:t~ exhibit- . .. f 
' ' ' . h 
1,\. 
,Ii'\ 




"-;: intrinsic creefp rate of the material. 
-· · ~i: 
~ .. ---:-,- r:,. 
--·----·. f' 
. 
- ---- ----·--·---- ----··--·--·----- ---- -·--- . 
------ -----------------·····------~---- --···- . ····--- -- - - - - fl - -
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~· ., .,~·r··,,_· •. 




The densification rate of all compacted m.a. ter-
iels cen be viewed as the intrinsic creep rate creat-
· ing a. drag. on the reactive creep ra.te-which consists · 
of p,1rtiele fragmentation, particle rearrangement 1 
\ 
' ~ 
Newtonian and non-Newtonian creep. The resulting 
creep rete, a! well a~ its change with time, are 
the result of not only the kinetics operetive at 
meters thet influence both the intrin!ic creep 
rete, the reecti ve creep rflte, ... snd the die body 
v 
eon8traint. The die body con!trgint woul~ assist 
the intrinsic ereep rate by further reducing the 




















. . ·........ , ................ _ -·---------··-· ---·--- __ . unconstrained int~ihsic creep rite. The· porosity 
.,... 




-~\--"---,C-'----~--wh-1-cb the met e??-i-el- --1 s -~~-e-re-e ping-. The une on! t-r a in-
: .... ._.,, ............. . 
,L . 
. --,- . - - --- -
--,-, . 
-· 
ing medium (pores) is a vi1rie.ble and_as tbe topo-
graphy of the medit.un changes, a constraint .bu.ilds 
·And eventually is able t9 energetically .belanee . 
the kinetic! exi~ting ip the ~y~tem at that time 
' 











~-·-·,• __ ,._ ..... _ ... , "'' -,- •· . 
. . ' p~~e topography, when·- the pore~ e.re considered ..... -. .- ----· ·-------·--·-- .. ·-· - - -- -·-
1· . 
c lo~ ed, is the increa.sing press11re csused by the 
entrepped geses. as tb.e ma.terial is undergoing_ 
. . 
- . • t.. --
. \ 
. ·--···-----·--··· ····'-·. · .. --••-···-·--'.-- ..... 
~reep. 
. . --- . . . 
-l _, 
• 
-3.) The constraint impo~ed upon the material 
·---"'-------··" 
by the surrounding die body, coupled with an in-
- -- ------ - " -····· .. t . -=·-::::::":..·.-_ -·--- ----~------·-····--·~·-······ ereesing degree of hydrost~tic stress tr!nsferabil-
.. 
r- z:rt;l - .... 
ity tvi thin the m~terisl es the pore vol-ume deereas-, ' . "I 
-----
- \ _es, could well b~ the basis for the theoretical 
,. 
. ,.. 
- '' ... 
den!ific&tion constraint. Nsbarro-Herring lattice 
- ...... 
diffu~ional creep can be invoked only when & non-
"I 
hydrostAtic externel !tress is applied to a mater-
ial. This stress results in an uneven force dis-
tribution that leads ey_entuirlly to tbfJ req_µired . ___________________________ ---~------
vacancy gradient in the bulk of the grain as well 
~s ebangee in grein shape. Coble grain bouridary 
diffllS ional cree.P would be enhanced et a bou.ndary -
subjected to e_ teneile stress wl1en compared t·o 
e. b·ou.ndary subjected to· a compressive stress •. 
Coble creep might ·be p~ima_rily operative in the 
\( ~ 
gre.in bou.ndarie~ the.t are s11bjeeted tp .- a tensile 
stress. The conversion of the nan-hydrostatic 
t. 
extern~_l stress into e pseudo-hydrostatic component 
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'.. . 
. ; .. '. ·_:_ 
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,I I ·,• • 
the d_ie body and the materiel. As· the degree of 
~ydrostatieity in the materiel in a die increases, 
. ... - . ' " 
- - . .-:· . . ,. . ~ . 
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the lower will bj the densification rate, until 
en energetic equilibrium is reached. The densi-
·ricl?ti0n r~te will be zero -even though the material 
is not theoretically dense. Sequenti~lly the . .-,-· ,,; 
. 
comblnBtion of conventlonal sintering ~nd press 
' 
·~ ·--... ' 
·--
-----------
to rging ha.s bee-n shown to produce a. more dens-e 
~ material fore given stress than does pressure-
- - - -- ---- -·----,- -- - - -- : - -- --- ------ ,-- -
sintering 1n a die body. From the standpoint of 
relative density only, the die body utilization 
·-
yields a less dense material, ell other factors 
being ignored. 
4.) A recent publieetion by Te.gai e.nd Zisner, 29 
tre&ting the phenomenon of creep resistance in 
. 
-ultrfi:-fine·-gr-ained ee-ramies-, even suggests- a -r-or-- ----------~---~...:..:.....-- ·.-'----"---· .. ~----------
mule. tbB.t mig·ht be applied to t~e theoretica.l 
densification constraint considered in this mod~l. 
-
Basically, for both Newtonian creep models 
• 'm 1 C1it 
. C : (d)AI 
. -
. 
d = Gf!lAIN D1l1IVIETER 
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The authors suggest that the 
' I grain growth kinetics ,. 
for urains less then one micton restrict the in--· ._ 
trinsie ereep re.te at certain elevated ternners.tures-.-
·-
The letter eq_11A.tion woul.d fit any stre..ight- line 
on the log 
riete choice of 
vers11s 
, 
€, plot with the appro~ 
·'":'· 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS 
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" .... -- ....., __ .,,.~~- ,,. .. .._,. ...... _________ ,,~-_ ..•. ---.--- ... --,-, __ , . ..:.,. __ ....... _,. ,, '""" ,,.. ... ~ ....... --~ ... ,.... ___ : .. ~----~···· 
. I A. ) The, following conclusions. may be drawn from ...... 
-: ~ 
. . . , -· I 
- -· -· ·--·--· ~- ~ ... -, •. 
-- . this study: 
1.) The final grain size (time - 60 minutes) 
cannot be utilized wben all cal.cula.ble densifica-~ 
tion data ceased between 8 and 15 minutes for all 
--tempere.tures involved .• 
2.) ·A_ plot of log (grain size final - grain 
size initial)versus log tims can be used to deter-
mine trre grain size corresponding to the range of 
calculable densification data. 
. 3.) The diffusion coefficients calculated 
--









tonian.creep equality did not agree-with, either· 
sets of published self diffusion coefficient data 
for Y203 but were of lower magnitude· than both 
species. The corresponding a.ctivstion energy was 
.not c.ompatible with tbe acti vstion energy of ·e_ith•·r 
. .,..... . 
. 
specie~. 
"4.) The diffusion coefficients· and the· corr-
esponding aetiva.tion energu calculable fromc• the 
Coble gre.in bounda.ry d~ffusional Newtonian creep, 
tqua.tion a·greed within experimental error with· 
. - . 








. . ~, -ve.tion energy with res.sonable a.ssumpti·on be·.ing · 
••.•• • •••• _ -7 ':- ..L.. . ' . . -~ --·-· -
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made for grain boundary,widtb. 
5.) The agreement of the Coble model with 
. . . 
· ___ ·_ -~-·. tb·e y+3 ion .self d.iff'usion d.a,ta resulted from 
. - ~-· - ,·-:-----··. ---~---. -.--.,,;-•·- .. ---_-·,~:·:·~· -- ' ,.- -;. . . ~ . ---- -- -- - --
- ' ., .. ' . . . 
-- ,....._, .. <•,---- . . . 
ut.ilization of a varying grain bounda!"_y wid~h-•_. __ -- _____ ·- --~_c .:-·: .-· _· _ 
---
-The width we! a~sum-e-d-- to be a function of . the pore 
·-------·---·-··----_·, .. ____ . __ -=_ --~------ --~- size s-epe.r~ting .. the various gre.ins __ ._, Ele-etron mier?---------~-
--- --- --- ---. ..: 
·-r 
....... . ( 
~ 
graphs for a relative density range 6f 60 to 70 
per cent exhibited a measurable pore diameter 
( 110 i ) between the i-ndi vidus.l grain8. Therefore,-
in d~nsifieation studies, the gra.in bolJ.ndary width 
i!_ a fun.et ion o·f grain boundary por-osi ty. 
B.) The following conclusions are applie·able · 
to the proposed densification model: 
. ----. -----·---- -
~---~~------------------·--····-······---
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: . 
1.) A varying strain rate exponent min the 
x-eletionship Emr = l ~ ·, where -£ i! the strain 
rs.te, "rtl is the stre.in rate coefficient, · J, is a 
constant, e .. nd 0-A is the applied str&ss, can be ex-
~lein4!!d by th!'t!le parallel stress eompone:rit~ Wtl'ich 
. 
. . ( 





Z~{I:>·: . ~--,-.'--~.........,____. ______ _ _i_.) ~- N'ewtonia.n creep component_ of ett~er·----~------------· 
j,:~·.'.-.' ;, 
~ ,., .. -. 
\.'..1-· ... ' 
\:-·>:·';.-. {,_>.\< .... ,• 
,, .. , 
/,;:· '" 
. ' -·· 
•• 4 •• __ : •• :-:_;, •• I~'-:-~---· ___ \ .. ~ .. .....:_ . _,_ ..... -- --
r 
-
Ne.berro-Herring la~tice dif'f11sion orig,in or 
Coble grain boundary diffusion origin. 
ii.)· A non-!1ewtonian component eon!ist-. · 
· · ing of either plastic flow via dislocation 
motion e.nd/or grain bound·ary sliding essit!ted 
63 
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by a Ne~tonien diffu!ional ·component.· 
iii.) An ever-present theoretical den-
!ifieetion constraint that tend~ to limit 
·" l" 
• • 
R'' •-•• •., , , ,_, .. _ -· •••-Or~,,~P'ff .. 1--K• ,._~ 
. ~ -. ' ,. ' ,., -
·- - ... -· - ·- _·_·_ ~-· . -- -· . 
o• - - o , , ,, , , - , ,L - •••• ·, ,. --• l •• 
the· o·verell· process and for m6s-t temperatures 
,. 
,,· 






t-be densifiee.tion. This theoretic&l den~t.._. ____ ~-------· ~-- ____ ·-----. 
ficstion constraint could be due to: 
I.) Entrepped gasee in enclosed 
pores· 
II.) Intrinsic creep of the material 
III.) Die wall constraint acting 
to increase the degree of hydrost&tieity 
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·---- ---- -· -1v .) Increas9d rtt!ista.nce ·to· the 
intrin!ic creep caused by the growth 
kinetic! of ultra fine grains 
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Tabalotion of Dsta 
TABLE I. SPACER MATERIAL ANALYSIS FOR DIFFUSION 
COMPATIBILITY WITH YTTRIUM OXIDE 
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•• ·~··Lo' 










•••..Jr• '• •·• •.c C ·•-. '" 
.:: Results 
•• t .~ •.. 
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-··: -.. -... ·. -· 
• 
,.. , .Aluminum ir. • · -: Bonded to the Y20 
-----·---------------0 X-i de·· --- ·- ----------- --- -----------------·----------·-·-----· .. -·-------... --.. -----·····------------------ · ·--·-··-·---·-- .. ----···--~-------·- ....... 3 
Mullite 
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.. ----- ------------------,-----·· C -·-. . .. ....... ---- .... ---- -------··--- - . - "··---·---- • 
. 
.. , . 
. 
Bonded J;o the Y203 _____  
,, 
Bonded to the Y2o3 
I 
No bonding what so 
ever but specimen is 
.. slightly colored 
gray 
I,,. 1,,,-
. . '." . \ ... - - -- ~ 
. ·-:.?·:- -· --
... :_,, 
. . 
.. :.·. . 
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TABLE II. . RELATIVE DENSITY AND RELATIVE DEGREE OF 
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Relet1ve Degree of 
, Density Tra.nsparancy 
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gray appearance in 
the center 
Highly translucent, 
gray appearance in 
the center 
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Semi=-alements 
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center gray and 
opaque 
._.,~ ... ~--,._;_. - ·1---·-...-·-.·---
the 
Opaque throughout, 
gray in canter, 
chalky in appear-
ance 
. .. - . -- --·--·---.. ·-·- , .. ·--·--·- ·-·· -
::.--=-- .·-·. - - - ·-· :,,_ ~ .... ,··-' ., 
Tra.nsparent in 
canter, translucent 
- -~~ peripheryjgray 
-- in color 
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·- · --·. TABLE III. SUMMARY OF DATA FOR SPECIMEN NUMBER 
66 AT 1300° C AND 15,000 PSI 
·--··-
' l-' ' 
-....-.; . 
. : . .,,JI. •• . ' ·_ 
Data - obt e ined from Calculated 
--· .. .. .... ------ __ _,_______ · Pa ram~ t ~ r ;-···.·-------~ - -~ · · ·•• 1 
Firure 
·. ·, ~- . - . ,\ . ' _. . 
Den. 
0.99 0.01 o.12~ 0.130 1.0005 1.010 1~050 
.. -
0.98 . 0,02 0.163 0.166 1.0016 1.020 1.082 
11,o 
. ---- -- ---· -----· ' --. ---------·----. ~-- ... 
·. . ... 





0.96 0.04 0.320 0.333 1.0051 1.041 1.136· 
<!,_ 
~ ----·-
Q.3.96 0.417 _ 1.0075 l.-053 1.161 I - --0. 95. 0.05 
~ 
·-
0. 94 0.06 0.587 - 0.624 _ 1.0104 - 1.074 1.185 
' 
.0.93 _ 0.01 ·0.761 0.818, 1.0137 1.075 1.210 
0. 08 . · · O. 917 o .• 997 · l • 0173 1. 08 7. 1. 2)3 fl 
1~ 
Q • 91 - 0 e 09 - 1. 096 1. 204 l. 0215 _ 1.109 : 1 o 259 
'j • 
. 
.. ., - . 
' . 
! 
' . ·' . 
. I -------·····-··' 
. ' :·. ~ • .. 
., 










- ··- --·~·---·--. ···---- ._ -------~---··--··--··- --· ·----·--·---------. -- Rel. 
·' Den. 
0.90 
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TABLE III. '(CONT_.): 
de • ' -- s c .· .e..a dt. 
X10i 
1+ 0 
Xi()a s. .. ' ' p.; Por. 
' ' 









-· ~ e. - .::r:, -~·.:!!..."r:r-""~~~-
0.10 lo246 ~ 1.384 1.0261 : ' 
• 
0.11 1.453 l.63~ 1.0311 
I 
0.12 1.675 1.903 1.0366 
- -
0.13 1.880 2.161 1.0428 
' 
0.14 2.1$7 ·2. 508 1.0492 
--······"• -· ·--· ... ·----- - ······-·· - .. ·---- ----·-·"·· ·- -···· _. _ _._ ........ -- ···-----··· ---· -----··----- ·-----.. -·-···· ..•. - ·•·----·-·•-- ••••so·••-•••·••• ,0 .-•-••• 
0.1.5 2.414 2.840 1.0562 
0.16 2 • .543 3.027 1.-0638 
• 
0.17 2.962 . 3 .,_568 1. 0718 
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I 
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• 
---- ,; . 
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67 AT 1300° C AND-11,000 PSI 
Data obtained Calculated 
, 
from Fi~ure ,_ . Parameters 
,-,,· 
• 7 . l- "" ,·,., 
~ 1 
Rel. Fract • 
Den. · Por. 
0.99 0.01 1.0004 1.010 





-· . ·- - --- ·-· ····-- . . . - --· . ··-- . -------- -- . -0.97 o·.03 0.244 0.251 1.0031 1.030 
i 
~ . 
0.96 0.04 0.299 0.311 1. 0051 1.041 
~ 
0.95 0.05 0.362 0.381 1.0075 1.053 
• 
0.94 0.06 0.451 0.480 1.0104 1.064 
' Q.93 0.565 1.075 
\.. 
0.92 o.·08 0.651 o. 709 l. 0173 1.087 
0.91 0.09 ·0.823 0.904 1.0215 1.109 
. - ·; 
··-······~•···· ····--··' ---·--·-·-· ., .. ·------~---·· ·- .. ---- ·-·----· ··--····"'-··-~·····-·· ------· ---······· ---
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o. 88 0.12 
·-··,,1' 
. ~ .' ·~ 
o.87 0.13 
o.86 0.14 
' ' , . 
o. 85 0.1.5 
o • 84 .. . ' 
.. 
0.16 
0.83 -- .... ·I ' -.J 0.17 
0.82 ··-· ----·- - ----- -- ·--· ~ ' ' .-·. ~- 0.18 
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. -~---.:· ' 
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TABLE IV. SUMMARY OF DATA FOR SPECIMEN 
·-.. 
NUMBER 67 AT 1300° C AND ll_,000 PSI 
·--··-. ·. --~·· ---· - . -~-====·-- - . ·---· 
.t 
Data necessa.ry to 
,,I Figure 4 
.. 
Minut;es e 11inutes 
" R·e la ti ve, into __ into 




-3.0 0.987 6.0 
, . 
-2.0 0.992 7.0 
··~----·. 
-1.0 0.996 8.0 
. . 





0.910 2.0 60.0 
0.943 . i}final 
0.962 4.--0 density 
. . ' 
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TAB.LE V. . SUMMARY OP DATA FOR SPECIMEN NUMBER 
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0.95 0.05 0.234 0.246 1.0075 1.053 1.161 
0.94 
0.93 
. ·0~06 0.308 0.290 1.0104 1.064 1.185 
' 0.07 0.342 0.368 1.0137 1.075 1.210 
,, ' 
. . .. - . . - -- . - ........... --- ... ,.. .. . "" ------·-·-·····- .. ·----------··-~--. ---
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Brom Equation No. 2 3 
d € -·-
• 
---···------···----~·-_ _,__.::::::::=::: --~- _:-wher-e-----E ---=------strain rate ( sec-1- ) -
-.- J, ~ 
?< = constant and equal to. A, <IA. = e 
·, 
£1 - constant ~ -
. ' ._,- ' 




- fraction porosity 
-
e - relative density 
-
Utilizing the data from Table III for Specimen No. 66 
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where oN·H = Nabarro-H:erring lattice diffusion 
coeff'icient (cm2/sec) -- ·-.-· ··. 
€ = strain rate (sec-1) 
d = grain diameter (cm) 
Figure No. I 2 
= Boltzmann's constant ( 1. 58xl0-16 · ergs/'K--) --
'T' 
~ 
= absolute temperature ( °K ~ 
= vacancy volume ( cm5 ) ; for ~trium oxide 
is Y03; 2 equals 3.76xl.Q-25 cm5 
= applied -~tre~~ _ (_ c!Y-!!~~Lcm~ _) _ _ __ _ 
Utilizing the data from Table III for Specimen No. 66 
DN-H _ 4.s2x10-2 x o.9oxJ.o-9 x 1.Bax10-l6 x 1575 
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s.) Sample Calculation of the Coble Grain Boundary 
Diffusion Coefficient 
. . '\ From Equation No. q 
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where O = Coble ·grain qoundary diffusion 
----·----~~~-------·= -c~oefficient ( cm2/sec ) 
E = strain rate ( sec-1) 
-
d = grain diameter ( cm) as determined from 
Figure No.12 
.·.,· 
. -·-.·· -1·. 
-
-
Boltzmann I s constant ( l.58xl.0-16 ergs/C'K ·) 
= ·a bsoliite · temperature ( °K ~ 
= vacancy volume ( cm 3); tor yttrium oxide 
is Y03/2 equals 3o76 x 10-23 cm5 
------r.o-~:::. -. grain boundary- wid-th ( cm ) ; . See -- Section-IV 
( Results and Discussion) 
('A = applied stress ( dynes/cm.2 ) 
utilizing the data from Table III ·for Specimen No. 96 
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